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"The single most importent thing I've ever teamed was that 
I am going to die. For once you accept your own death, all 
of a sudden you're free to live. You no longer care about 
your reputation, what people say, whether you've go security, 
all that jazz. You no longer care except so far as you life can 
be used tactically • to promote a cause you believe in.'*
— Sol Alin sky .
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And in between, life's miracle of drowning

We are the images Tears,

Salt water of yet another sea.

The taste of every droplet the crowning

Caught in the glass 

Reflected from muddy puddles
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Of our own non-existenceWhich act
The Naked elements alone
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Even to the most incredulous
Give us shape in our transigence
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Thinking my point proven. 
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With My insurance man tells me I can expect

To live another 35 years

(Its his business after all to offer assurances)

j My doctor is not so sure.
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